
LONG ON TECHNOLOGY 
AND TOKENS, SHORT ON 
OPERATIONS AND  
POTENTIAL REVENUE
An insider’s view of the current shortfalls & 
potential windfalls of crypto investing, and what 
Novena Holdings along with Interchain (Next Block 
Group) is doing to seize upon the next wave of 
disruptive blockchain + DLT technologies.



This presentation is directed to the designated recipient. The underlying data has been 
obtained from sources considered to be reliable, but its accuracy and completeness 
cannot be assured. This presentation is for informational purposes only and is for 
the sole, private use of the designated recipient. This material is distributed only as 
permitted by applicable law and is not an offer, a solicitation, or a recommendation 
to purchase or sell any financial instrument. No part of this presentation may be 
quoted, circulated, referred to, reproduced or retransmitted without the express 
written permission of Novena Capital, Interchain and Next Block Group. The Group 
expressly disclaims any liability for the use, misuse, or distribution of this information 
to unauthorized recipients.

disclaimer
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In the last 12 months, more than:

have been invested in 
crypto startups

exist in global crypto 
market cap

are struggling and are 
not producing sustained 

revenue

$8 billion $300 billion 95% 

Meanwhile, alternative asset classes - to include cryptoassets - comprise an  
$8 trillion global market cap that is likely to expand to $25 trillion by 2023.

In analyzing many of the emerging blockchain/DLT companies we have concluded that 

most are in desperate need of operational and revenue guidance.  Too much focus has 

been placed on the technology itself with little regard for “real use case” scenarios that 

can prosper commercially.  This is partly due to their funding mechanism (tokenization) 

that bypasses traditional venture capital and equity investors who have previously 

refined business, operations and revenue models.  We see this tremendous gap as 

an opportunity in providing these entities with much needed support 

while growing a fund where investors can participate while diversifying 
their exposure into this growing sector. 
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Next Block Group has examined more than 150 crypto companies 
since January of 2017. These startups represented the gamut of 
investments found across ICOs, DAICOs, STOs and various private 
sale and private share offerings.

To better understand these deficiencies, one must look at 
the major shifts in the landscape that crypto represents.

• Deep enterprise, SaaS or venture experience
• Exemplar y leadership & management capabilities
• A willingness to adapt & learn from outside stakeholders
• Flexibility in product or market pivots
• An ecosystemic sensibility for resource integration
• Lean & strategic uses of committed capital
• An acute emphasis on immediate, strategic revenue streams

Despite a myriad of technologies, some incredibly exciting and 
disruptive, only 25 had viable operations/revenue models. 

Our findings: 

By this we mean:
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dot com erafunction

Funding 

Founders

Size

Operations

Liquidity 

Scale 

Markets

Core Purpose

Leadership

Institutional 
Money

Generational 
Segment

Barriers to entry

crypto era conclusion
Angel Investors,  
Venture Firms

$3 Trillion market cap

Institutionally 

IPO or Private Sale

Very public

Started with 
Institutional money

Mostly local or  
national (USA) 

Led by Baby Boomers 
and Gen X

Significant due to  
VC network

Better leadership 
support due to 
investor network

Moving knowledge 

Vertical disruptions

Crowdfunded

Very private and 
possibly more frugal

$300 Billion

Entrepreneur-driven

Immediately once ICO 
or upon private sale

Very little institutional 
exposure

Global

Led by Millennials  
and Gen X 

Moving value

Horizontal integrations, 
ability to impact entire 
industries

Much less significant 
due to global market and 
ease of funding

Weaker leadership 
support and overall less 
experienced operators 

More accessible, less structured

Perhaps more prudent, but less 
transparency

Crypto size impacts liquidity, valuations 
and scale.

Crypto has a smaller market size but 
extended investor base reach. 

Crypto is backed by much larger cohort.  
Collectively over 155 Million which provide 
for a much quicker adoption.

Crypto companies are less vetted and 
more likely to fail. 

Crypto challenged by lack of leadership 
and operational expertise. 

Crypto can combine knowledge and 
multiple forms of value simultaneously.

Crypto potentially more impactful and 
more integrative.

Operations are a major challenge to 
crypto companies. 

Smart money tends to shape and add to 
companies revenue, ops and reporting.

Investors may exit crypto companies 
much sooner, impacting valuation and 
involvement while earlier stage.

Major differences between the Dot Com and Crypto Eras
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“Structuring ICO Wild West” source here

Major differences between Traditional VC and Crypto Investments

https://www.slideshare.net/vsolodkiy/29-cool-slides-about-ico-and-ito
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Key Findings

• Blockchains and DLT solutions tend to be singular in product focus 
 rather than market oriented. 

• Given that crypto markets are nascent blockchain talent tends not 
 to  have deep experience in other areas of technology or  
 corporate business.

• Blockchain and DLT technologies teams tend not to have full-stack 
 developer experience (unable to bridge legacy systems with  
 newer protocols).

• Funding mechanism for crypto is absent institutional investor input, 
 allowing for a lack of structure. 

• Capitalization for crypto allows for funding on a white paper versus 
 start-up company that must target realistic projections and 
 realistic milestones. 

• The majority of blockchain start-ups are disconnected from general 
 enterprise entities and opportunities.

• Capital structures should be flexible in that they can fuse crypto, fiat 
 and various resource contributions. 
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